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The pool in Italy is an undeniable element of the wellness services
provided by prestigious hotel chains, thermal centers, spas,
and resorts. The Italian pool market is meant to be dynamic and
expanding not only in the commercial sense but also in the residential
one thanks to the evolution of building techniques, which allow very
original tailor-made solutions with no limit to the imagination in pool
design. Since Italy boasts lots of first-class companies that deserve to
be recognized all over the world, as they offer top-quality products

spa market in many areas: products and accessories, components,
building systems, installation technologies, treating solutions,
equipment and anything useful to build the pool and make it work
perfectly. Italian Pool Technology is a guide with easy-to-read data
sheets. Each data sheet includes the information that best describe
the company and its products, its history, vision, and mission.
Company details are clearly reported with address, telephone and
website so that readers can easily contact the company. Moreover,
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and technologies, Italian Pool Technology wants to enhance these
Italian organizations that represent the excellence in the pool and

this paper magazine is supported by the digital version in PDF, with
active links to the companies’ contacts, ready to be downloaded
from the website www.italianpooltechnology.com, where you can
also sign in to periodical newsletters to be constantly updated and
receive the digital copy of the magazine as soon as it’s published,
right on your device.
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For its 10th edition ForumPiscine comes back
with Gallery version and chooses hall 33 of Bologna
Exhibition Center, to make room for international
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Products, accessories, components, building systems, installation technologies, treating systems and equipments

ITALIAN POOL TECHNOLOGY was created to promote
on the world market Italian products for pools and spas, to
facilitate contacts between international companies and Italian
organizations. This paper magazine is supported by the digital
version in PDF, with active links to the companies’ contacts,
ready to be downloaded from www.italianpooltechnology.com,
where you can also subscribe to our periodical newsletters to
be regularly updated and to receive the digital copy of the
magazine as soon as it’s published, right on your devices. In its
2017th edition, Italian Pool Technology presents the latest news
from the Italian pool’s market and design, with a special section
dedicated to the mini-pools, that in the past few years became
more and more popular, and a riveting review about the winners
of the Italian Pool Award 2017. But the protagonists of Italian
Pool Technology are the Italian companies, presented with
the information that best describe them and their products,
history, vision and mission.

[ On the front page: FM Studio, photo Matteo Mottari ]
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POOL MARKET AND STYLE IN ITALY
Many factors create great expectations for the italian
pool market, which is meant to be dynamic and
growing both in the residential and commercial.
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M
COMFORT AND BEAUTY
Small, fashionable and equipped with every comfort.
Mini-pools are getting more and more popular among
the worldwide customers.
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THE ITALIAN POOL AWARD 2017
Created by Piscine Oggi magazine, year after year the
Italian Pool Award celebrates, at ForumPiscine, the
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POOL MARKET AND STYLE IN ITALY
Many factors create great expectations for the Italian pool market, which is
meant to be dynamic and growing both in the residential and commercial

↑↑ 2017 has been a year of growth and financial development for Italy.

[ Doc. Indalo ]

THE POOL MARKET IN ITALY: WHAT’S NEW

T

he key word is: economic recovery. 2017 has been a
year of growth and financial development for Italy,
that recorded, during the first trimester a 1.3% increase in
consumption, the highest since 1999. The economic crisis
looks, finally, in the past, expenditure is rising, and it’s the
market, including the swimming pool market, both public
and private, that’s deriving the greatest benefit from it. Restructuring operations, new facilities, an increase in consumer demand for private swimming pools to garnish domestic gardens with a space dedicated to water: the Italian
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market is steadly and surely growing, and while expanding,
renews itself. With an eye to design and new technologies,
and a newfound interest for environment and nature, the
Made in Italy swimming pool is less and less a luxury accessory, while becoming more often than not a place for
aggregation, sports, and entertainment. A metamorphosis encouraged by the last State-operated regulatory action, that recently introduced bureaucratic simplifications
that facilitate the process of obtaining building permits
and landscape authorization.

↓↓ In 2017 Italy recorded a 1.3% increase in consumption,
the highest since 1999.

SAVING WATER IS
POSSIBLE: THE SELFSUFFICIENT POOL

[ Doc. Underwaterfantasy ]

A

t a time when waste of natural resources has become an international dilemma, the pool industry can
and must make its contribution to the
safeguard of our planet. That’s the
reason why Piscine Oggi and ForumPiscine 2018 launched a campaign in
collaboration with Assopiscine: the
self-sufficient pool. A concept that’s
more than a model for a swimming
pool that recovers water – like rainwater, for example – to limit waste.
It’s a choice, to preserve our water resources for they aren’t boundless. The
approach is simple, and not too expensive, it just takes some effort. It will
be discussed at the 2018th edition of
ForumPiscine, that’ll take place at the
Hall 33 of Bologna Fiere, from February 21st to 23rd, and in the pages of
Piscine Oggi’s 179 issue.

MADE IN ITALY SWIMMING POOL: A MATTER OF STYLE

B

eautiful, comfortable and super equipped. Swimming
pools today are more than luxury environments designed for visual appeal. They are places of conviviality, aggregation, relaxation, and wellness for the whole family devised to provide an optimal level of comfort with hi-tech
accessories, perfectly blended with the nature of the garden thanks to covering materials such as wood and stone.

The design combined with functionality, in full Italian style.
Among the emerging tendencies of this year, reported by
Guida Piscina 2017, recreational elements to turn the garden into a small water park, sports devices, like the one for
counter-current swimming, and accessories for relaxation
and wellness, from whirlpool jets to Led lights for chromotherapy.

↓↓ Among the most popular accessories for swimming pools, the colored Led lights for chromotherapy.

[ Doc. Progetto Ambiente ]
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MORE AND MORE IN HARMONY WITH THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT:
THAT’S THE NEW TENDENCY OF THE POOL MARKET FOR 2018

T

he last years have been marked by a design style that
demands as much naturalness as possible. Hence,
swimming pools are nowadays more and more conceived
as natural water scenarios with rocks and pebbles, sand
and wood, a trend partly spurred by the diffusion of the
biopools, which adapts to the strong natural aspect of the
technology based on water purification through plants,
without involving chemical products. At present, the nat-

6
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ural swimming pools are undergoing a new phase of development, but the desire to seek more and more natural
solutions has also had an effect on the “traditional” residential pool, encouraging the users to look for environment-friendly solutions like less chemical water filtration
and treatment systems, translating into alternative or supplementary chlorine-based methods, an effective, but not
always efficient, disinfectant.

↑↑ Swimming pools are nowadays more and more conceived as natural water scenarios.

[ Doc. Laboratorio+ ]

AUTOMATED AND COST-EFFECTIVE: WHEN THE POOL MEETS DOMOTICS

M

ore and more computerized, more and more parsimonious. In the age of domotics, swimming pools
are also automating. The first facilities to adopt integral
and integrated control systems were the pools for the public use, however, the wide range of home automation solutions offered by the market is gradually capturing the interest of more and more private individuals. There are those
who buy variable (and programmable) speed pumps to ensure a good energy saving, those who opt for solutions to

reduce the use of chemical products, or to waste less water during backwashing, and those who instead are oriented towards the highest mechanization to control their pool
via smartphone or touch-screen, or a middle path between
the analog and digital. The pool automations, in fact, are
numerous, and increasingly popular. An example? It ranges from electronic or digital systems that signal the need to
change the filter, to automatic pool cleaners, down to the
sensors that keep the pH constantly monitored.
7

MINI-POOLS, WHEN ‘SMALL’
MEANS COMFORT AND BEAUTY
Mini-pools maximize the benefits of hydrotherapy, help reduce fatigue and
stress, and can be customized with a wide variety of hi-tech accessories.

→→ The healing benefits of hydrotherapy
were already well known in Roman times,
when the spas were places of relaxation.
[ Doc. Jacuzzi ]

S

mall, fashionable and equipped
with every comfort. Mini-pools
are getting more and more popular among the worldwide customers.
Technologically innovative and adaptable with many hi-tech accessories, these small pools have nothing
to envy to the traditional swimming
pools. Produced for the first time in
the United States and quickly exported all over the globe, these pools, not
to be confused with the most classic
whirlpools, are for all purposes miniature Spas. Designed to be installed
both indoor and outdoor, mini-pools
indeed maximize the healing benefits
of hydrotherapy, already well known
in Roman times, when the spas were
common as places of well-being and
relaxation. This cultural heritage has
been passed down over the centuries,
and the pool industry applied to its
product creating the first whirlpools.
Aquatic oases that combine the benefits of hydrotherapy with those of
massotherapy, while the water pressure favors fluid drainage, the heat
stimulates blood circulation and the
lower temperatures tone the body
and muscles. Underlying everything
there’s a need for the pool to comply
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with three simple principles: the heat,
of course, the floating of the body immersed in water and the water pressure. Equipped with a heating system
programmed to preserve the temperature between 35° and 38°, moreover, the mini-pools do not use hot
water and to make sure not to waste
the energy it’s advisable to employ an

insulating cover, which should be removed only at the moment use. Each
mini-pool model should be provided
with a suitable cover, sometimes it’s
supplied together with the pool, but
in other cases it’s optional. Also, depending on the model there may be
more or less massaging jets and seats
with various massage functions.

«Among the accessories available
for mini-pools, counter-current
swimming devices, chromotherapy
lights and underwater hi-fi audio
systems and Lcd screens»

P

erfectly adaptable to all spaces and settings, mini-pools may be self-supporting or built-in: the formers are cheaper and don’t require masonry
works, while the latter are a bit more expensive but aesthetically they blend in
seamlessly with any décor or home environment. Among the accessories available for mini-pool owners, counter-current swimming devices, chromotherapy
lights, hi-fi audio systems devised to listen to music while underwater, waterproof LCD screens, whirlpool jets and ozone therapy equipment. Companies, in
short, are able to guarantee the maximum personalization of mini-pools, from
simpler and cheaper models to the most luxurious full optional.
9

EGOÈ

E

goè is the first company on the market to mix stainless steel walls with large
glass surfaces: an approach that originates a pleasant aesthetic combination that inspires a sense of modernity and elegance without sacrificing functionality. The use of the stainless steel, widely employed all over the world in
urban architecture because of its corrosion resistance and the brilliance of its
surface, guarantees mini-pools that are durable, while high-quality woods and
mosaics, used for finishing touches, add a trace of color to a pure and sophisticated design, to devise aesthetically beautiful but also functionally practical
products.

10
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FABAR POOL

C

rystal is a brand-new model of mini-pool presented
by Fabarpool at Sun 2007. Thanks to its elegant and
stylish design, it is suitable for the classiest settings. A cozy
lounge seat for 2 people ensures maximum comfort. It also
features perimetric seats which make it suitable for a maximum of 7 people. This model sums up Italian SPA experience and style. Thanks to its perfect shape, its professional
technology, and its excellent inner space, Crystal represents the top product in its range.
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GEROMIN

H

afro mini-pool is a true domestic multi-spa to enjoy in full security thanks
to the multi-layer filtration system with an ozone generator, to always have
clear and clean thermal waters. Hafro’s research on the benefits of hydro massage has defined a wide variety of mini-pools, combining original shapes, ergonomics, and aesthetics, for the sole purpose of providing its customers with
true wellness and comfort right into their homes. The benefits of hydro massage are also enhanced by the chromo therapy, which allows the user to dive in
spectacularly colored waters.

12
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LIFE CLASS

H

ydrotherapy, music, chromotherapy and aromatherapy, all enclosed in a
small (but very comfortable) mini-pool. Life Class mini pools are designed
to offer the ultimate in luxuries and wellness, to provide the maximum regenerating pleasure of a built-in mini-pool.
The broad seats, the ability to enrich the pool with a various range of accessory items and hi-tech innovations, and the eye-catching design, are able to transform Life Class products into small wellness oases.
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NATURAL POOLS

B

alneus Mea is the new natural mini-whirlpool by Natural Pools & G. Always
attentive to customer needs, the company designed this elegant solution
creating a pool that blends perfectly in the garden. Having a real hydromassage
incorporated into the swimming pool is a great advantage that combines a relaxing effect of a pleasurable outdoor experience while enjoying the company
of friends and family. Based on the patented Sorgiva technology, this particular hydromassage pool is created taking into account the individual needs of
the client: the company customizes every installation advising and assisting the
customers throughout the entire project, in order to give them the most suitable solutions.

14
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TEUCO

D

esigned by Giovanna Talocci, the Seaside 640 mini-pool by Teuco was devised to provide an outdoor space for ultimate relaxation, where design
and innovation bring out the best in one another. Seaside 640 can accommodate up to 4 people, who can comfortably lounge on the massage seats, it’s provided with an efficient filtration and heating system and the Hydrosilence® whirlpool system, the first and only silent whirlpool. A host of optionals are available:
ranging from the built-in refrigerator compartment to the audio system with
Bluetooth connection, and the Moonlight perimeter light which - together with
the underwater floodlight with cromoexperience function (supplied as standard) - create magical atmospheres even at night. Also, the audio system with
Bluetooth connection allows the user to listen to music even underwater.
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TREESSE

S

ophisticated, comfortable and technological. The mini-pools by Treesse,
designed by Marc Sadler, all feature the innovative Company’s patented
Ghost System, that allows hiding all the electronic and water components that
work the pool functions. Also, to keep the design clean and impeccable, the jets
of the whirlpool are hidden too, contained into a subtle and evocative light line
that enhance the elegance of the pool. Thanks to this innovation, Treesse mini-pools combine the invisibility of technology with the utmost expression of
well-being, in a mix of lights, colors, and sounds, that turn the pool into a real
home spa with chromotherapy.
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ZUCCHETTI KOS
Q

uadrat mini-pool by Zucchetti Kos is the ideal combination of aesthetics and functionality. Available both for indoor and outdoor, the pool is
quipped with a blower bench to stretch or sit and a lower space for a total of 3
or 4 people, and it’s provided with a customizable hydromassage system that
allows the user to choose from different types of back and leg massage and to
adjust the intensity and direction of the jets. The nozzles can be also regulated
individually to obtain diversified streams: linear, rotating, soft or fast. Hydromassage, blower, underwater LED floodlight and the water heating system provide
an experience of total wellness, able to involve all senses.
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THE WINNERS
OF THE ITALIAN
POOL AWARD
2017
Created by Piscine Oggi magazine,
year after year the Italian Pool Award
celebrates, at ForumPiscine, the
Italian companies’ excellence and
quality standards in the design and
manufacturing of swimming pools.

F

ounded in 2011 by the one Italian Pool and
Spa magazine Piscine Oggi, to promote the
Italian companies’ excellence and quality standards in the design and manufacturing of swimming pools, Italian Pool Awards takes place
every year during ForumPiscine, the Pool&Spa
Expo, and International Congress. The contest is
addressed to Italian companies, studios, professionals and private owners of pools. Nominees
are split into six categories and selected by two
different panels. A jury of architects, designers,
technicians, and experts of pools, architecture,
and landscape, reviews each and every project to examine how it fits with the architectural and natural environment, the technology and

the equipment of the pool, the design, the manufacturing and the functionality, while a seventh
award is bestowed by a panel of Facebook users, called to vote for their favourite pool with a
‘like’. This year, the public panel, with more than
1,9 thousand ‘likes’, voted for the swimming pool
by Aquaspecial, while the technical panel selected the six excellences that won the prestigious
ladder-shaped prize, introduced in the following pages. All the winners and many of the candidates to the Italian Pool Award 2017, selected
carefully by the editor’s board, will be showcased in the 2018 issue of Italian Pool Design 8,
which, as usual, will provide an overview of the
best project. Don’t miss it!

AND THE WINNERS ARE...
RESIDENTIAL INDOOR

COMMERCIAL – FREE FORM

RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR – FREE FORM

COMMERCIAL – GEOMETRIC SHAPE

RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR – GEOMETRIC SHAPE

BIOPOOLS

FM STUDIO

SYS PISCINE

ARCH. GIUSEPPE LUNARDINI
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ITALPOOL

FLORIBA

KATIS GARTENGESTALTUNG

[ Doc. Aquaspecial, photo Luigi Filetici ]

ITALIAN POOL DESIGN - IL DESIGN DELLA PISCINA ITALIANA
Una collana di volumi interamente dedicata al design della
piscina italiana, con idee, suggerimenti e soluzioni per la
progettazione, costruzione e ambientazione. Nata dalla
volontà di mettere in evidenza le eccellenze progettuali e
realizzative delle maestranze italiane in tutto il mondo, la
collana Italian Pool Design offre la possibilità di scoprire
una serie di recenti realizzazioni, con un focus speciale
sui dettagli e sulle informazioni tecniche. Ampio spazio è
dedicato anche alle immagini, dalle suggestive foto delle
piscine agli schizzi progettuali. Italian Pool Design 7 affonda
le sue radici, come i suoi predecessori, da Italian Pool Award,
il premio alla piscina italiana indetto dalla rivista Piscine
Oggi. Le 25 protagoniste del volume sono state selezionate
proprio tra le candidate all’edizione 2016 del premio, tutte
scelte con un intento chiaro: far emergere le realizzazioni
italiane più caratteristiche e particolari.

Il design della piscina italiana

7

Italian
Pool
Design
Italian
Pool
Design 7

A

Italian Pool Design

captivating collection of some of the best projects designed by the excellence of the Italian Pool Industry, that participated or won the latest Italian Pool
Award. The Italian Pool Design series in 2017 has reached its seventh edition and, as
every year, it’s ready to present a valuable collection of pictures, designs, sketches,
technical plans, rich descriptive texts and highlights especially set up for operators
in the pool sector. Page after page, Italian Pool Design offers a variety of information regarding pool manufacturing and design, both about the commercial pools,
the private pools and the biological and natural pools. As the Italian Pool Award, Italian Pool Design is a product by Piscine Oggi magazine, and it has one specific purpose: to promote the excellence of the Italian companies in pool design.
→
A collection of volumes entirely dedicated to the design of the
Italian swimming pool, with ideas, suggestions and solutions
for the planning, the building and the environment: that’s Italian
Pool Design. Born from the will to highlight the best of the Italian
design and construction around the world, the Italian Pool Design
collection offers the opportunity to unveil a number of recent
projects, with a special focus on the details, the manufacturing
and the technical information. Plenty of space is also devoted to
the images, both the evocative pictures of the swimming pools
and the planning sketches. Italian Pool Design 7, just like its
predecessors, has its roots in the Italian Pool Award, the award
created by the magazine Piscine Oggi. The 25 protagonists of this
volume were chosen among the candidates to the 2016 edition
of the prize, and selected with a clear purpose: to highlight the
most characteristic and special Italian realizations.

e 28,00 (iva inclusa)

IPD7 COPERTINA.indd 1

09/02/17 15:15
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

RESIDENTIAL INDOOR
DATA SHEET
Location: Sarnico (BG)
Year of construction: 2013/2014
Technical design: FM Studio Piscine s.r.l
Architectural design: Arch. Mirko

Varischi, Geom. Sergio Berlendis
Shape: rectangular, disappearing edge
Surface: 20 sqm
Size: 6,50×3,50 m
Depth: 1,25 m
Internal and external coverings: sand
colored PVC
Water recirculation: disappearing edge
Accessories: barrel-shaped whirlpool
area with no. 24 micro jets, countercurrent jets, waterfall cervical jet,
stainless steel water blade, hydro
massage “Doccione Idrojet”, stainless
steel perforated plate for the water
effects

[ Photo Matteo Mottari ]
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SYS PISCINE
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

RESIDENTIAL
OUTDOOR
FREE FORM
DATA SHEET
Location: Torre Suda (LE)
Year of construction: 2015
Landscape Design: Alberto Peschiulli
Pool System: Ing. Davide Giannuzzi
Building company: Sys Piscine – System

Impianti 2000 s.r.l
Pool structure: concrete on bedrock
Shape: free
Surface: 360 sqm
Size: 18×20 m
Depth: 0,20 – 1,80 m
Internal coverings: osmotic plaster
External coverings: rock-like effect resin
flooring without joints
Water recirculation: infinity pool, no. 8
nozzles
Water treatment: quartz filter and
electrolysis system with addition of
magnesium and potassium thermal salts
Accessories: no. 15 RGB LED lights,
Kneipp cure, no. 2 waterfalls
Total cost: € 80,000
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ARCH. GIUSEPPE LUNARDINI
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

RESIDENTIAL
OUTDOOR
GEOMETRIC SHAPE
DATA SHEET
Location: Forte dei Marmi (LU)
Year of construction: 2012
Design: Arch. Giuseppe Lunardini
Building company: Parchi e Impianti

Sportivi Megip s.r.l
Pool structure: reinforced concrete
Shape: rectangular
Surface: 200 sqm plus the separated
whirlpool
Size: 20×9,50 m
Depth: 0,90 – 2,50 m
Internal coverings: stone and plaster
External coverings: stone and wood
Filtering system: microperlated quartz
sand filters system
Water recirculation: recirculating
overflow pool
Accessories: underwater lights,
underwater vanishing polystyrene
insulated PVC slats cover, separated
whirlpool
Total cost: around € 200,000
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ITALPOOL
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL
FREE FORM
DATA SHEET
Location: Cogne (AO)
Year of construction: 2016
Building company: Italpool s.r.l
Pool structure: reinforced concrete
Shape: free
Surface: 84 sqm
Depth: 1,00 – 1,50 m
Internal and external coverings: natural

sand and resin-coated pebbles

Water recirculation: skimmer edge
Water treatment: sodium hypochlorite
Heating system: heat exchanger

combined with a cogeneration plant

Accessories: no. 4 aero-massage

systems, no. 4 cervical fountains, LED
lighting and starry floor in optical fibers
of different colors

[ Photo Manuela Cerri ]
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL
GEOMETRIC SHAPE
DATA SHEET
Location: Campi Bisenzio (FI)
Year of construction: 2015
Design: Arch. Philipp Nosslinger -

Atzwanger s.p.a

Building company: Atzwanger s.p.a
Pool structure: reinforced concrete
Shape: free
Surface: 34 sqm
Size: 8,60×5,70 m
Depth: 0,33 m
Internal and external coverings: porcelain

stoneware, anthracite-stone coloured

Filtering system: no. 2 carbon filters, no.

2 anthracite filters

Water recirculation: infinity edge, no. 6

nozzles

Water treatment: 16% sodium

hypochlorite, 36% sulfuric acid, 0.7%
chlorine, pH 7
Heating system: CHP, heat pumps total
recovery, condensing boilers
Accessories: two pools with different
temperatures (37 °C and 15 °C) for
Kneipp cure, 8 m high waterfall with
monsoon rainfall mode, RGB lights for
chromotherapy

[ Photo Stefano Scatà ]
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WINNER OF CATEGORY

BIOPOOLS
DATA SHEET
Location: San Leonardo in Passiria (BZ)
Year of construction: 2016
Design and building company: Katis

Gartengestaltung & Co.
Shape: free

Surface extension:
a) Bathing area: 38 sqm
b) Purification/filtering area: 21 sqm
c) Marsh area: 37 sqm
Waterproofing: Anthracite flexible

polyolefins

Filtering system: Bluebase 5,

recirculation 27 cbm/h
Water recirculation: no. 2 wall skimmer
Plants’ types:
a) Depuration plants: Cyperus longus
b) Marsh plants: Sagittaria Sagittifolia,

Caltha palustris, Iris pseudacorus,
Eriophorum
Accessories: local wood terracing,
synchronized RGB LED scenic lighting,
vertical spray scenic fountain with
localized lighting, horizontal water
games for massage effect
Total cost: from € 30,000 to € 40,000

[ Photo Benjamin Pfitscher ]
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FORUMPISCINE

INTERNATIONAL POOL & SPA EXPO AND CONGRESS

COMPANY NAME:

OWNER AND ORGANIZER:

ForumPiscine

Editrice Il Campo

SECTOR:

ADDRESS:

Pool & Spa Expo

Via Amendola, 11
40121 Bologna (BO), Italy
PHONE: +39 051 255544
FAX: +39 051 255360
E-MAIL: forum@ilcampo.it
WEB: www.forumpiscine.it

WHERE:
th

10 Pool & Spa Expo
and International Congress

Bologna Exhibition Centre
WHEN:

21-22-23 February 2018

«The Italian Pool Exhibit, created by the Italian Piscine Oggi magazine by
Il Campo Publishers, celebrates its 10th edition with an updated Gallery
edition dedicated to innovation and the growth of the sector»
MEET US @ FORUMPISCINE

F

or companies, buyers and operators: ForumPiscine
offers three days of full immersion in the market and
technical culture of the sector. An exhibit of products and
services, a gallery alive with ideas and applications and,
furthermore, an occasion to identify effective expansion
strategies for the exhibitors. The appointment with Fo-
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rumPiscine Gallery is at the Bologna Fair District, from the
21st to the 23rd of February 2018, with International Congress and Exhibit, the agenda of b2b meetings, the open
events and the speed presentations, respectively organized by ForumPiscine, by the trade associations and by the
companies.

FORUMPISCINE EXPO
The exhibition of ForumPiscine shows systems, models, technologies and accessories of the pool industry in
its different applications and in the fitness and spa sector. ForumPiscine is the only Italian trade show for pool
players, where they can find a wide offer of products to
design, build, maintain and manage the pool (both private
and public) as well as the main technological innovations,
equipment, furnishings, fittings for locker rooms, covers,
liners and solarium, water treatment products and filtering

WHAT’S NEW IN 2018
→→ New days: for the first time ForumPiscine will take
place from Wednesday to Friday, with the exclusion of
Saturday.
→→ New layout: an exclusive location, with direct and
functional access to the event.
→→ Innovation area.
→→ Exhibition spaces available for all budget needs.
→→ Hi-tech lab: the innovation that shapes the future will
be at ForumPiscine. An itinerary of Congress and
exhibit to see the technology of tomorrow and have a
glimpse of the world to come.
Moreover, the Aquatic Management Congress (a managerial circuit addressed to managers of swimming pools),
Spatech (a path reserved for technologies, systems, equipment, products and materials for spa and wellness centres,

systems, products for water control and analysis. An opportunity to go into the technical aspects through workshops organized by exhibiting companies, meet trade key
players and make a profitable business and fruitful contacts. An important detail in the growth and development
of the event is the synergy with ForumClub, the only Italian
B2B show dedicated to training and update in the fitness
and wellness sector.

with meetings and workshops) and It’s a matter of energy (a focus on effective solutions to improve management
of pools and spas, in terms of economic and ecologic saving to maximize energy efficiency) will be back with many
newness.
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ACQUAPARK

WATERSLIDES AND WATER PARKS
+39 030 9969112
+39 030 9964366
E-MAIL: info@acquaparksrl.com
WEB: www.acquaparksrl.com

COMPANY NAME:

PHONE:

Acquapark s.r.l.

FAX:

SECTOR:

Waterslides and water parks
ADDRESS:

Via Gavardina di Sopra, 30
Z.I. 25011 Calcinato (BS), Italy

«Acquapark has developed corporate values that are nowadays
indispensable and essential, specifically safety, integrity, honesty,
reliability, professionalism, customer satisfaction, respect for the planet and
the environment, recycling, development and constant improvement»
ENTERTAINMENT MADE IN ITALY

A

cquapark s.r.l. was founded in 1988 by professionals in
the building, swimming pools, entertainment and water treatment industry. Among the first companies in Italy to work in the design, manufacture, and construction of
water parks and water sports, Acquapark s.r.l. was the first
to create a 100% Made in Italy water park. Since then, the
Company has continued to produce world-renowned facil-
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ities, affirming itself at a national and international level in
the tourist and entertainment sectors, and also for cruise
ships. Acquapark’s attractions meet the different market
demands and are all combined with excellent performances, quality, reliability, robustness and long life. All this and
much more, mixed with great consideration to safety regulations.

DESIGNING WATER PARKS
Acquapark, as an integral part of the Company, can rely on
a professionally qualified engineering firm, who is dedicated to the preliminary design, executive and structural (concrete and steel) projects, while also carrying out, in prefabrication and laboratory facilities, FEM simulations and tests
in situ. For Acquapark, the design process isn’t just a simple
assemblage of pre-packaged parts but is meant as a teamwork where the company’s technicians work side by side
with the customer, to study and develop innovative ideas
and solutions to create a tailored products.

WATER SLIDES DESIGN AND WATER PARKS
The production of the attractions is performed in two distinct areas: the first one is reserved for the metal and steel
parts, while the second one is for the molding of fiberglass
elements. Acquapark’s slides are manufactured according to the harmonized standard EN 1069 with a perfectly
smooth inner surface, high thickness with isophthalic resins and neopentyl gel coats. Steel parts are manufactured
in accordance with Italian NTC2008 and European EC3/8
regulations. All this for an experience of total enjoyment in
complete safety, 100% Made in Italy.

CONSULTANCY AND MAINTENANCE OF WATER PARKS
For the overused attractions, Acquapark provides the
skills of its technical and productive staff to help owners
and managers of water parks with the maintenance plan.
Whether it’s a complete restoration project, or an inspec-

tion and surveillance program, Acquapark provides professional engineers to meet the specific needs of each
water park, even when the attractions were produced by
other companies.
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AQQUATIX

POOL EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

Aqquatix s.r.l.

Via Praimbole, 7
35010 Limena (PD), Italy
PHONE: +39 049 7381150
FAX: +39 049 7381190
E-MAIL: info@aqquatix.com
WEB: www.aqquatix.com

SECTOR:

Pool equipment production
EXPORT MANAGER:

export@aqquatix.com

«We love to promote the water as the ideal wellness dimension,
which everyone may discover through our equipment designed and
manufactured for an aquatic great experience»

A

qquatix started in 2006, with the ideas and competence of people with more than 30 years of technical,
sport, cultural and entrepreneurial experience in the pool
sector. Our vision: water as a lifestyle and an universal experience which everybody in everywhere can feel. It means
wellness, health, prevention and recreation by the water
through the right equipment for making the aquatic experiences very easy, comfortable and amazing for each one.
We believe in innovation, research and new solutions to be
always on the side of who is investing in pools, wellness and
health. We consider water as a source of authentic health
and wellness, but only through equipment or solutions cre-
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ated and developed with an ethical, scientific and professional approach. Aqquatix believes in design, safety and
quality (by EAA and Aqquatix’s R&D departements).
All this is possible, paying attention to the needs of each
person and harmonizing every choice with the functional
strategic, business, needs of who considers water as the
ideal environment. Water helps everyone to discover emotions and experiences really personal, because of the largest and most qualitative range of equipment in the world.
Water is an universal concept which joins wellness, health,
prevention, movement, recreation and fun: it’s a new life
style.

AQQUATIX & EAA-IAA INTERNATIONAL
Today Aqquatix is selling in 68 countries and EAA (European Aquatic Association) has its International Top Trainers in
12 nations. The “aquatic” world is waiting for new solutions
to appeal “aquatic people” still not interested in the ordinary proposal of traditional pools. Aqquatix ad EAA (with
their international dept.: IAA, International Aquatic Association) are the partners for whoever likes to lead the wellness market. Aquafitness isn’t anymore an innovation but
the big area, where the masses can be welcomed, is VERTICAL AQUATIC STYLES (VAS).
VAS, Aqquatix tech and EAA trainings, are the right
solutions for getting the quick and right R.O.I and new
aquatic members.
The idea of a wonderful aquatic experience is UNIVERSAL,
all the people love water and like to have a great aquatic
feeling (from 0 till 90 years and older), on condition that:
choose the BEST AQQUATIX & EAA smart, sure, comfortable, fun, innovative, hi-tech and with the top design: the
WATER by AQQUATIX-EAA is the ideal solution.
←

BPM AQQUABIKE AND STAR AQUATREADMILL
Aqquatix proposes BPM Aquabike and STAR Aquatreadmill, both characterized by great innovation. An Italian idea:
designed and made in Italy by Aqquatix. The best researchers and engineers designed and developed these items for
those who needs to offer high qualitative services. Moreover the BPM Aquabike is made to join the main aquatic
needs of everyone: there is regulation of intensity (intelligent effort), chromatic variation of the LED light system
right for monitoring the intensity (light training system)
and the heartbeat. The STAR Aquatreadmill, with its Italian-original design, has an exclusive system to offer the
best belt sliding: everyone can run or walk inside the water. Both these products with the right mix of stainless steel
and polyethylene coloured shalls and parts make the water
experiences very profitable and amazing, with any problem. BPM Aquabike and STAR Aquatreadmill are appreciated all over the world from the main swimming pools and
wellness centers: for aquatic fitness, rehab, wellness, training, extra-ordinary experiences. This is only a little part of
Aqquatix world, beacuse the range of products is really
large and right for every needs of each pool: commercial,
hotel, thermal, private and more.
→
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BARCHEMICALS GROUP
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR WATER TREATMENT

Barchemicals Group
Chemical products for
water treatment; dosage and
control technologies for water
treatment; production of systems
and accessories to build and
maintain aquatic centers and spas

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

SECTOR:

Via Salvador Allende, 14
41051 Castelnuovo Rangone
(MO), Italy
PHONE: +39 059 537765
FAX: +39 059 5332058
E-MAIL: info@barchemicalsgroup.it
WEB: www.barchemicalsgroup.com

CONTACT PERSON:

Dr. Corrado Barani
Dr. Alberto Bergonzini

«Barchemicals operates from 35 years in Water Treatment Sector, with
particular care for disinfecting, environmental sanitizing, water treatment,
control systems, dosage and automation»
FROM A LARGE GROUP, A GREAT SERVICE

B

archemicals Group represents a completely Made in
Italy reality formed by 3 operating companies which
share visions, values, and projects. Founded and directed
by dr. Corrado Barani, it operates from 35 years in Water
Treatment Sector: primary water, drinkable, and pool water – in Italy and abroad – dealing with technical aspects,
planning, and management, with particular care for disinfecting, environmental sanitizing, water treatment, control
systems, dosage, and automation. The Group is the owner of numerous patents; resources dedicated to Research
and Innovation make up the majority of the investments.
The group is present on the market thanks to the diversity of companies that define it, each one offering the clients of the Barchemicals Group a complete and specialized
service. Barchemicals is the parent company; produces
chemical products for the treatment and conditioning of
all types of water.
The thirty-five-year experience is summarized in 4 product
lines; Pool, Detergent, RT line (Process Water sector) and
“I Sali della Vita®” (Salts of the Life) Line. Thanks to an innovative productive and efficient system, it internally designs
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and produces chemical specialties of elevated and trustworthy quality. All the products, rigorously “Made in Italy”,
comply with severe criteria of quality and are developed
through a rigid execution of research and safety tests. Engineering Corporation is specialized in the design and production of systems for water depuration, electronic control
units and control-dosage systems for swimming pools and
water treatment plants.
Reliability, safety, and innovation are the fundamental values of our Made in Italy Technology. Barchemicals Biopharma was born to guarantee health safety by offering specific services in the diagnostic and preventive field of the
treatment and disinfecting of water. Endorsing decades
of chemical pharmaceutical competence, it has operated
in the department of research and development of products, systems and methods guaranteeing the balance and
bio-safety of drinkable water, domestic and recreational
water. Barchemicals Group, through the brand Alpha Aqua,
it has been active in the commercialization of products and
technology for construction, management and maintenance of pools, aquatic parks, wellness centers and Spas.

WATER TREATMENT
Barchemicals directly produces a wide range of chemical
products for pools and wellness centers: chlorine and oxidants, chlorine derivatives, blast chlorine, pH correctors,
algaecides, bactericides, flocculants, special products, disinfectants and sanitizers for hard surfaces, detergents, de-

greasers and descalers, products for thermo-hydraulic and
industrial circuits. The new “Eco Green” and “Titanium Line”
product lines guarantees high quality and low environmental impact, and a significant energy and water conservation.

DDS LINE – DILUTION DOSING SYSTEM
The DDS Line of professional dispensers for biocides is characterized by
the facility of installation, the simplicity of use and low maintenance. It operates at atmospheric pressure guaranteeing elevated levels of safety, complete dilution of the product with an elevated capacity of dosage, keeping
the biocide dry without causing any odor. It doesn’t require the use of dosage pumps and guarantees a hydric energetic saving of more than 30%.
Ideal for both public and private pools it’s available in the following versions:
→→ DDS ECO WASH – DDS Evolution – DDS EVO PLUS for calcium
hypochlorite in max 20 g Tablets
→→ DDS .G for granular biocides of high solubility: SDIC (dichlore)
and calcium hypochlorite
→→ DDS Multi-action for biocides in tablets: TCCA (trichlore),
SDIC (dichlore), bromine, active oxygen,
→→ DDS 3000 hypochlorite calcium for pools of large dimensions
(aqua parks, public pools, multi- pool installations).→

SMART TELEPOOL SAVE ENERGY
Smart Telepool Save Energy is the flagship model of the Telepool Line: it assures top water quality by matching modular control of water recycle systems
with considerable energy conservation and it’s equipped with a user-friendly
touch screen LCD display. Smart Telepool Save Energy is easily programmable:
customized “warnings” can be introduced according to limits and values set by
the law; it can measure and store data; it manages text messages about alarms
and the alarm modes can be set by remote. Available in Italian, English, French,
Spanish and Russian, Smart Telepool Save Energy is at the cutting-edge of the
technology for colorimetric monitoring systems even during break point treatments: free chlorine, combined chlorine, total chlorine pH, redox, conductivity,
temperature (°C) control and manage the dosing systems connected to keep
the values of chlorine and pH constant. Proportional dosage and ON/OFF; access data log; three password levels.←

BIOVITRUM® - THE NEW FILTERING MEDIA
FRONTIER
BioVitrum® Spheres is the new filtration medium of the
BioVitrum® Line for Water Filtration, consisting of potassium sodium silicate glass microspheres. BioVitrum Spheres
provides maximum efficiency during backwash by reducing water and electricity consumption by more than 50%
due to the particular shape of pearls and their chemical
characteristics, that allow the filtration of any type of water. Furthermore, the pearls prevent the formation of limestone and silica incrustations by avoiding the “packing” of
the filtration mass and creating preferential escape routes.
The high sphericality of BioVitrum Spheres also reduces
the water flow between the spheres, making filtration effective even at high speeds. Also available in the BioVitrum Spheres Ag + version, In this variant, the surface of the
spheres is coated with cationic and metallic silver, thus reducing up to 99% of the biofilm formation.←

I SALI DELLA VITA® - ACQUA MADRE
I Sali della Vita - Salts of the Life - is the new water treatment line that, through the Biostabilization process, it reconstructs the characteristics of the best alkaline magnesium thermal waters, allowing one to benefit directly in the
pool or Spa all the advantages present in healthy mineral
salts: Magnesium (Mg), Potassium (K), Iodine (I).
Also available in EASY POOL KIT version, the new system
of disinfection and maintenance of water of private pools
without chlorine, and easy to use, the product is packaged
in convenient single-dose packets with color codes.↓
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BLUE POOL BY GRAMAGLIA
POOL CONSTRUCTION

COMPANY NAME:

Blue Pool by Gramaglia
SECTOR:

Pool construction
ADDRESS:

+39 071 7108700
+39 071 7108767
E-MAIL: info@gramaglia.it
WEB: www.gramaglia.it
www.bluepoolpiscine.it
PHONE:
FAX:

Via Ancona San Biagio
60027 Osimo (AN), Italy

«Gramaglia has always invested time and resources in research to find the
most cutting-edge solutions to environmental protection, recovery needs,
energy saving and to optimize polluting processes, recycling and storage of
used or waste materials»
ALWAYS AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE SECTOR

B

lue Pool by Gramaglia was founded in 1980 in the
town of San Biagio, near Osimo, on a 2,000 sqm covered surface equipped with technical offices, works, and
spare parts warehouse. For over 30 years the company has
been building public and private pools thanks to the long
experience in the sector and a skilled technical staff that
can offer tailor-made technical solutions for pools, primary water treatment and sewage disposal through biologi-
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cal physical-chemical processes. The company has always
been working hard on research in its laboratories in order
to solve ecological problems, e.g. recycling or energy conservation.
The quality of work of Blue Pool by Gramaglia is supported by the ISO9001 certification, moreover, the company
is qualified by the law and it also has the SOA certification
necessary for public works.

COUNTRY HOUSE POOLS
In an recently renovated old Farmhouse in Campodiegoli (province of Ancona), Blue Pool by Granaglia designed a
Country House with an outdoor swimming pool, spa and
mini pool for the exclusive use of the hotel’s guests. Inside,
in addition to the whirlpool, divided into two bodies of water with a mini-path that stretches among them, there’s a
Turkish bath, a sauna, an emotional route and an ice cascade. The structure of the mini pool is made of reinforced
concrete, with an infinity edge that runs along the entire
perimeter of the main pool, and on one side of the mini
whirlpool.
Within the two pools there are 5 distinct areas:
1. Two whirlpools mini-pool with cervical jet and 4
whirlpool nozzles;
2. Hydromassage bench with six nozzles;
3. Cervical massage area;
4. Pool for counter-current swimming;
5. Wall hydro-massage cask and air plantar massage.
Colored RGB lights are installed in both the large and small
pool, to create relaxing atmospheres.
Pool access is facilitated by an external stainless steel and
glass staircase. Brown marble slabs cover both inside and
outside walls, and anti-slip tiled tiles coats both the pool’s
bottom and the perimeter flooring.
→

CRYSTAL CLEAR
Entirely made in reinforced concrete, with a built-on-site
perimeter overflow channel, this pool designed by Blue
Pool by Gramaglia looks like an endless heaven thanks to
a simple architectural expedient, that is a 40 centimeters
raised water level. The channel that collects the overflowed
water is partially covered with white stones to create a natural appearance. The perimeter pavement is made of white
stone and wood. Pool access is outlined by a large masonry
staircase, while the pool lining was made with special white
waterproof resins. Durin nighttime, six white colored Led
lights illuminate the water. A good ventilation of the technical room, due to the basement window wells, prevents
moisture that could damage the equipment parts of the filtration system.
Water disinfection takes place through a salt electrolysis
system supplemented by a dosing pump for automatic pH
control.
←

LIKE A BEACH
This pool, that recalls a Caribbean beach, is entirely made
of reinforced concrete with a built-on-site overflow channel. The waterfall is partially covered with white stone to
create a natural effect.
The perimeter pavement is in resin mixed with sand colored pebbles. Access to the pool is facilitated by a wide real-sand beach made with special waterproof resins. At
sunset, white LED lights illuminate the pool, while hydro
massage geysers guarantee an oasis of relaxation day and
night. Water disinfection takes place through a salt electrolysis system supplemented by a dosing pump for automatic pH control.
→
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C.P.A.
MANUFACTURING OF COMPONENTS FOR POOLS
COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

C.P.A. s.r.l.

Via Don Demetrio Castelli, 71
12060 Roddi (CN), Italy
TEL: +39 0173 615693
FAX: +39 0173 620922
WEB: www.cpa-piscine.it

SECTOR:

Manufacturing of components
for pools
CONTACT PERSON:

Ms. Federica Cussino
E-MAIL:

federicacussino@cpa-piscine.it

«Innovation, research and development are the main driving values of the
company to guarantee product quality»

C

.P.A. s.r.l. is a leading Italian company specialized in the
production of components for swimming pools and
it has a long time experience in design, construction, and
manufacturing of pool components. Activities are based
on the design and manufacturing of products for residential and public pools. C.P.A. s.r.l. was born more than 20
years ago in the North of Italy, Region of Piemonte, and
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over the years it has become a leader in the pool business,
spreading its brand abroad in several countries in Eastern
Europe, reaching a sales volume of over 10 million euros
per year. Innovation and product quality have always been
the main driving values of the company, along with careful
market research on customers’ needs, to satisfy every demand aiming for the best.

DISPOSABLE ISOBLOK STRUCTURE AND
ACQUAFORM POOL KIT
C.P.A. is the exclusive owner of the Isoblok brand, a disposable structure made of high-density polystyrene used for
pools which feature thermal insulation and easy construction of either traditional or freeform pool. In the residential market, Isoblok pools are distributed both in Italy and
abroad under the Acquaform brand. All the pools made
with the Acquaform kit guarantee the benefits of traditional in-ground pools made of reinforced concrete, they
adapt to any shape and any kind of land, they are easy to
assemble and are equipped with all the materials used for
installation, filtration, and accessories.→

VTR COMPONENTS
C.P.A. is involved also in fiberglass manufacturing: inground and aboveground pool filtration boxes to house
filters and pumps, compensation tanks, springboards and
foot-washing basins. The exclusive product is called Spa
Idromassaggio Regina, it is a recessed hydromassage tub
to be installed next to the pool in order to combine swimming and relax.
←

BLUE VISION
The Blue Vision is a mini-pool with compact dimensions
that facilitate its integration and installation outside and
inside while maintaining the advantages of a traditional
swimming pool. Its small volume of water (about 7,500 litres in less than 10 sqm) reduces operating costs. The mini-pool can be covered with a sliding terrace, which facilitates maintenance and maintains the water at the right
temperature (32 °C).
→

ROMAN LADDERS
Among the many high-level products by C.P.A. there are
also the Romans ladders, made in fiberglass. They can be
equipped with comfortable seats and adjustable nozzles.

←
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CANALE ANTONIO
SPECIAL WORK IN FIBERGLASS

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

Canale Antonio & C. s.r.l.

Via Umbria, 10
Z.I. 36015 Schio (VI), Italy
PHONE: +39 0445 575297
FAX: +39 0445 575377
E-MAIL: info@canaleantonio.com
WEB: www.canaleantonio.com

SECTOR:

Work in fiberglass
CONTACT PERSON:

Mr. Lorenzo Canale
E-MAIL:

lorenzo@canaleantonio.com

«We have always maintained an elevated standard of quality for both
official guidelines of the European Community, and the level of service
that we want to offer clients, constantly providing adequate assistance and
responding to their requests»

C

anale Antonio & C is a company that deals with fiberglass, especially in the construction of filters for water treatment. Since its foundation in 1973, our presence in
the sector has been recognized all over Europe. Today we
are especially active in Germany and Austria, but also in the
Baltic countries like Sweden, Poland, and Russia.
Our particular method of work allows us to create products
with specific dimensions upon every request, given that
we produce single components simultaneously and obtain therefore the assembled product in a short time. We
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also create components for the chemical industry (storage
tanks and pipes with relative assembly) and the textile industry (containers and tanks).
We are always concerned about providing all the information and answers that our clients need with speed and
availability. We also realize installations and then, upon request, we control products on site. Always emphasizing
our constant commitment to quality, we are proud to have
remained a family business so that we can conserve the
style and brand of our tradition.

EUROPA FILTER DIN 19605
Headline: model DIN19605, a bobbin wound FRP-Filter complete with plate and
sprayer nozzles (min. 70 units/sqm) and side manhole Ø 400-500, upper manhole from Ø 150 to 500, sight glass Ø150- 210-300. PN 10 in/out Flanges, water
drain, an air outlet, round base in fiberglass. Constructed in Isophthalic resin and
Liner in DIN 18820 Vinylestere Gel-Coat. For more technical information on DIN
filters, please see the data sheet below.
→

WOUND FIBERGLASS FILTER - DIN
19605-19643
Our company produces fiberglass filters according to the DIN 19605, DIN
19643/19644 regulations and has
been present on the market for more
than 35 years. Over the years we have
specialized in the production of filters
according to the technologies of radial winding, polar and cross wind at
90 degrees, using machines that we
have designed and realized. We are
capable of realizing filters of small dimensions (starting from 600 in diameter) for private or hotel installations,
and large dimensions (up until 32,000
in diameter) for public pools, thermal baths, leisure centers and aquatic
parks. In case of restoration of installations where it isn’t possible to install
entire filters, we can provide cut filters
in 2÷3÷4 parts, that can be assembled
on site by our specialized technicians.

Our filters can be realized also in special dimensions according to design,
on the basis of client needs, always
of course in compliance with the DIN
regulations.
↑

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
→→ Fiberglass filter complete with plate and nozzles of 0,5
mm (min. 75 sqm).
→→ Inspection flange diam. 150-210 for filling up filter.
→→ The thickness of the filters is calculated according to
the AD Merkblatt N.1 and BS 4994.
→→ TUV certified according to the guideline 97/23/CE – CE
0948.
→→ Liner in vinyl ester gel-coat DIN 18820 with certification
KSW-KTW/DVGW.
→→ Arbeitsblatt W270 (German Association for Gas and
Water).
→→ Pressure 2,5 bar. Trial according to AD Merkblatt N. 1
(on request we realize filters up to 4÷6 bar).
→→ Max. Temperature 50°C.
→→ 5 years of guarantee for fabrication defects.

WOUND FIBERGLASS FILTERS - UNI 10637
Wound filters with radial and cross polar at 90° winding
made entirely of Isophthalic Resin. The Italy model is
characterized by a filter height of hc 1,000, the Euro
model has a filter height of hc 1,200. Characteristics:
→→ Max temperature 40 °C.
→→ Pressure 2,5 bar. Trial in compliance with AD Merkblatt
Nr. 1.
→→ TUV CE 0948 certification. KSW – KTW Prufung.
→→ Filtration with plate and nozzles (0,5 mm min. 70
nozzles/sqm).
→→ Complete with side walkway d. 400.
→→ Bottom draining DN 50 (on request DN 100) – Top vent
of 3⁄4”.
→→ Fiberglass round base with opening for draining
→→ Spy viewer installation on request d. 150 – d. 210 – d.
300.
→→ Flange positioning in/out and side walkway on design.
→→ Internal lining on request in vinyl ester gel-coat max
temperature 50 °C (for thermal systems, sea water).
→→ External finishings in Gel-Coat ISO/NPG Blue RAL 5017.
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DEPA

SWIMMING POOL GRATES AND ACCESSORIES

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

Depa s.r.l.

Via Tolotti, 2/B
25040 Esine (BS), Italy
PHONE: +39 0364 360260
FAX: +39 0364 360657
WHATSAPP: +39 335 1286033
WEB: www.depatech.com

SECTOR:

Swimming pool grates
and accessories
COMPANY CATEGORY:

Equipment and accessories

CONTACT PERSON:

Mr. Nicola Devescovi
E-MAIL: info@depatech.com

«Thanks to its extensive experience in the field, competence and specialist
expertise, Depa can offer top quality products at competitive prices»

T

he attention of the company focused on the needs of
its customers has led Depa to consistently produce innovative and cutting-edge products that satisfy even the
most demanding of requirements. The company is structured in such a way that it can both satisfy the demand
for small orders and cater for larger-scale production requirements. Fast delivery times are guaranteed by an efficient service, a highly flexible production structure and the
permanent availability of stock. Depa is also committed to
protecting the environment through the use of raw materials that do not contain heavy metals. Depa can offer a wide
range of professional and high quality swimming pool accessories.
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GRATINGS
Depa manufactures grates for gutter in 16 models and 16
standard colors, such as green, blue, grey, crème, yellow,
orange, etc. Depa can offer linear and bendable grates,
roll-up and rigid grates, with perpendicular or parallel elements. The grates are studied for heavy duty purposes.
All grates are manufactured in Green PVC or PP of high
quality with special additives against UV ray and against
crashes. Depa grates are covered with a long time warranty all over the world. Depa also manufactures herringbone
corners in many degrees. Depa grate don’t yellowing and
don’t breaking down. Depa manufacture only unbreakeable grates.

GR2 GRATINGS
This is a very strong grating, suitable in 4 thickness and every width. This perpendicular grating can be assembled on rubber (for a roll-up solutions), stainless
steel or plastic screw bars (for a rigid and strong solutions). GR2/C is the bendable model of this grating that is projected for shaped gutters.

←

GR43 GRATINGS
This is rigid and parallel grating manufactured by injection and suitable in 3
standard widths: 182 mm, 245 mm, 330 mm.
Intermediate widths can be obtained by cutting. Pieces 333,3 m long: 3 pieces for 1 meter of grate. The structure and 21 cross sections of the gratins guarantee a high weight load capacity and mechanical resistance. For these reasons
this grate is perfect for linear gutter for private or public pools.

←

GR20 GRATINGS
A strong parallel grating manufactured by extrusion and suitable in every width
and in every color on demand. Width from 150 mm to 400 mm, pieces 1 meter
long and 6 support tubes for piece. Suitable for private or public pools.

←

GR80 GRATINGS
The new design is extremely efficient in terms of anti-skid performance. 25 mm
high and 245 mm wide with 16 cross sections, guarantee an high weight load capacity. A strong parallel grating manufactured by extrusion and suitable in every
width and in every color on demand. Suitable for private or public pools.

←

GR47 GRATINGS
The best bendable grating, suitable in many sizes:
→→ thickness 20 mm and 295 mm wide;
→→ thickness 25 mm and 180, 198, 205, 250 and 300 mm wide.
The structure and reinforeced slats ensure an extremely high weight load capacity. Suitable in white but also in other colors: minimum order 100 meters for
each color.

←

COMPANY NEWS
Depa offers a new kind of grating for infinity pools. It’s a antiskid bendable grating made in top-quality polypropylene
(PP), with additives that prevent the product from accelerated ageing, avoid yellowing, crystallization and buoyancy
and with shockproof additives to guarantee better resistance to stress. The grid has the following specs:

→→ 20 mm and 25 mm high;
→→ no. 5 standard nominal widths 180, 200, 250, 295 and
300 mm;
→→ anti-skid certification DIN 51097.
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HIDEW

SWIMMING POOL DEHUMIDIFIERS
+39 049 9588510
+39 049 9588522

COMPANY NAME:

PHONE:

HiDew

FAX:

SECTOR:

E-MAIL:

Swimming pool dehumidifiers

sales@hidew.it
info@hidew.it
WEB: www.hidew.it

ADDRESS:

Via dell’Artigianato, 1
San Pietro Viminario
35020 (PD), Italy

«Finally we are proud to say that thanks to our flexibility, all our units can
be customized to suit your needs and much, much more»
DYNAMIC AND INNOVATIVE

H

iDew is an Italian Company specialized in the project
and production of several kinds of dehumidification
and ventilation devices for swimming pools, from the small
private to the big public ones, offering different ranges of
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units, according to different applications, with nominal air
flows ranging from 350 to 25,000 cbm/h, and dehumidifying capacities from 46 up to 3,000 l/day.
Visit www.hidew.it/en to discover all HiDew products.

DDS – DCS SERIES
The DDS and DCS series consists of 10 models, with nominal air flows ranging from 350 up to 1,500 cbm/h, and dehumidifying capacities from 46 up to 236 l/day.The DDS
models are suitable for the installation directly in the room
to be dehumidified and, thanks to their very pleasant design, these units can be installed also in last-generation
concepts’ ambiances, which normally require a good-looking, to create a relaxing and nice-to-see atmosphere. The
DCS models are suitable for the installation in a technical
room, adjacent to the swimming pool and can be furnished
with all the necessary ducts, plenums and grilles, in order to
supply a complete turn-key solution. The elegant look, typically Made in Italy, allows their installation even in the most
prestigious swimming pools, generally characterized by a
sophisticated design.→

DVS SERIES
The DVS series consists of 7 models, with nominal air flows
ranging from 600 up to 1,400 cbm/h, and dehumidifying
capacities from 67 up to 225 l/day. The Advanced Control,
equipped with temperature and humidity probes mounted on board, makes the units completely autonomous in
the functioning and allows the management of dehumidifiers in time-bands, while the wide range of accessories,
make the DDS/DCS and DVS dehumidifiers the new leaders in the field.←

SPR SERIES
The SPR series consists of 18 models, with nominal air
flows ranging from 1,200 up to 25,000 cbm/h, and dehumidifying capacity from 126 up to 3,000 l/day. SPR air handling units are the ideal solution for the swimming pools
which need dehumidification but have also to grant fresh
air inlet and ventilation, for the best swimming pool environment. Thanks to the top quality of all the electrical, hydraulic and aeraulic components, including the electronic
radial fans we mount by default, SPR models are the stateof-art in terms of reliability and long lifetime and, thanks to
their sophisticated but intuitive functioning logic, they are
the right product for the control of the pool environment,
capable to grant the necessary functions combining dehumidification, air renewal, and high-efficiency heat recovery,
reducing, at the same time the consumption and increasing energy savings. The correct ventilation with outdoor air
is fundamental to grant you fresh air and indoor air quality: aspects on which we are focusing more and more, to
grant you a complete comfort and wellness. The programmable control can be realized under specific directions of
the Customer, in order to grant a tailor-made solution be-

cause we are aware that every single project is different
from the previous and from the next one. The width of the
range grants also the correct dimensioning for your project, avoiding units bigger than needed, considering the
variety of air flows and capacities our units can satisfy. We
are proud to admit that all the models part of the HiDew
portfolio are produced in Italy, as a guarantee of high quality and particular attention to the design.↑
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HYDRORIDER

AQUATIC PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION

COMPANY NAME:

HEAD OFFICE:

Diesse s.r.l.

Via della Tecnica, 75
40068 San Lazzaro
di Savena (BO), Italy
PHONE: +39 051 461110
E-MAIL: info@hydrorider.com
WEB: www.hydrorider.com

BRAND:

Hydrorider
SECTOR:

Aquatic professional
equipment production

«Hydrorider is the brand leader for your Wellness: quality, durability, low to
no maintenance costs, customer benefits and satisfaction»
DESIGN AND QUALITY

H

ydrorider was born in Italy in year 2000 for the production of Aquabike (or Hydrobike) and Acquatreadmill (or water treadmill) that are available in two models,
professional or easy. They have been developed to meet
the needs of professionals, fitness fans and with excellent
results and benefits also in the case of motor rehabilitation.
The production process of Hydrorider Equipment is characterized by dedication and cooperation with vendors and
technical experts work side by side, with perfectly integrated systems starting from the design phase to quality control and the final use.
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The Hydrorider equipment is tested directly in a pool at the
first stage by our technicians and at a second stage are put
into practice and tested by heterogeneous groups during
different training programs. Thanks to our valued international distributors, accurately selected over the years, the
Hydrorider products are sold worldwide, ensuring customers proximity and a 360 degrees quality service. Hydrorider also organises training courses and workshop focused
on the formula “Hydrorider System” which provides expert
coaching for the use of the equipment, thematic programs
and much more!

AQUABIKE EASY LINE
The Hydrorider Aquabike Easy Line is our basic aquabike
model and allows only vertical adjustment of the seat and
the handlebars and has a fixed resistance produced by two
polycarbonate elements applied to the pedals. Like all Hydrorider products, it stands out for quality, durability and
low to no maintenance. The basic version is light, affordable and easy to use.
→

AQUABIKE PROFESSIONAL
Built entirely in AISI 316 stainless steel, this Aquabike is fully adjustable to allow each user to fit it to the optimal settings. The resistance is adjustable on three different levels.
The aquabike allows you to take advantage of the many
benefits of the water exercise, it is a great equipment for
different activities: fitness, physical rehabilitation, weight
loss and athletic training.
←

AQUATREADMILL EASY LINE
It has the same technical features of the Professional model, in addition it is lighter and can be folded, easy to move
and easy to store. Suitable for both individual and group
activities and circuit training when combined with the Hydrorider Aqua bikes.
→

AQUATREADMILL PROFESSIONAL
The Aquatreadmill Hydrorider Professional allows you to
walk and run in the water. The platform has been designed
to reduce the impact during the running, this feature along
with the presence of laterals handrails makes it also the optimal equipment for disables and overweight user or for
motor rehabilitation.
←

AQUAJUMP
The Hydrorider Diamond Aquajump is a professional trampoline produced with excellent materials and with an innovating design specifically conceived for pool facilities. This
equipment allows you to enjoy the multiple benefits of water exercise, combined with coordination and fun: reduced
stress, muscle relaxation, blood flow stimulation, and water
massage. Thanks to these advantages you can get great
results in terms of physical training, weight loss, body balance, tonification and rehabilitation.
→
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NATURAL POOLS

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF POOLS

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

Natural Pools & G s.r.l.

Via Belfiore, 153
37135 Verona (VR), Italy
PHONE: +39 391 4999976
E-MAIL: info@insorgiva.com
WEB: www.insorgiva.com

SECTOR:

Design and
construction of pools

«Every Sorgiva swimming pool, small or big, is conceived by taking into
consideration your requirements and tastes»
KNOWLEDGE AND PROFESSIONALISM

N

atural Pools & G, an Italian company based in the province of Verona, is specialized in irrigation systems,
construction and designing of natural swimming pools, and
natural gardens. The many and varied experiences gained
over time have helped the company to shape that valuable know-how that today is the strength of Natural Pools &
G, the driving force behind continuous researches and innovations. The high professional staff of Natural Pools & G
designs and realize its products in handicraft way, both for
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privates and companies, in Italy and abroad, with customized solutions that, through the use of cutting-edge machinery and equipment, satisfy every demand. And that’s
why research and analysis are carried out in close collaboration with the resin producer.
The result? A continuous improvement year after year, always aiming for a higher quality and durability, two inseparable features for an extremely aesthetic and long-lasting
product.

THE SORGIVA SYSTEM
Natural Pools & G is an Italian company that has filed an
extremely innovative new patent in the domain of swimming pools realized through layers of quartz and resin. Today Sorgiva is the most versatile technology on the market.
The name Sorgiva (spring in English) emphasizes the main
feature of this patent through which the water, filtered, is
led under the finishing layer of the pool in order to flow out
diffusely through the entire surface. That is possible thanks
to the interstices present in the first part of the structure
that, by incorporating the hydraulic system, become saturated with chlorinated water, sterilizing it from any possible alga. Sorgiva integrates seamlessly with the new sterilization system based on salt, sodium, magnesium, oxygen,
etc. allowing the opportunity to enjoy a swimming pool
with a low chlorine impact. This system includes:
→→ no visible inlet fittings;
→→ equal distribution of water all over the pool;
→→ optimal disinfection of the swimming pool;
→→ natural appearance of the entire reservoir;
→→ comfortable and optimal maintenance of the pool.

The materials used allow a continuity between the pool
and the walkways or beach areas, everything is harmoniously combined to generate striking and unique corners.
Thanks to these same materials, the Sorgiva pools are able
to accumulate heat that allows keeping warm the water.
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POLIMPIANTI

MANUFACTURER OF POOL COVERS

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

Polimpianti s.r.l.

Via Piave, 174
21022 Azzate (VA), Italy
PHONE: +39 0332 457727
FAX: +39 0332 459126
E-MAIL: info@polimpianti.it
WEB: www.polimpianti.it

SECTOR:

Manufacturer
of pool covers
CONTACT PERSON:

Dr. Diego Fidanza

«For more than 40 years the company has been offering certified quality
products that guarantee energy and management savings. Now it’s the
point of reference for the production of pool accessories»

P

olimpianti started in 1975 in the town of Azzate, near
the city of Varese. Over the years it has committed a
lot in the research for new tools and techniques to manage and maintain pools, attending the main trade shows
and offering professional and state-of-the-art products.
More than 40 years of research turned this company into
the point of reference for the production of winter and isothermal covers, manual or automatic pool winders and for
the design and construction of pools. After two years of
specific studies and tests, in 2013 the company obtained
the IMQ and IMQECO product certification for isothermal covers that guarantees real energy savings. This was
all supported by the well-known Italian Institute for the
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Quality Mark (IMQ), which cooperated with Polimpianti
and issued the relevant certificates, then renewed in 2014.
Polimpianti is also an active member of the UNI authority in
Italy and of the CEN in Europe acting as a support in regulations activities. Polimpianti is partner and official distributor in Italy of the Dolphin’s original series of automatic pool
cleaners by Maytronics. Innovation is Polimpianti’s guideline: the company has always believed in it and it will continue to pursue its mission of passion, research and innovation in the future. Indeed, in compliance with the Kyoto
Protocol and the environment, since 2011 Polimpianti has
been manufacturing products with clean energy (e.g. installation of solar panels).

ISOROLL DE LUX AND SUNWEAVE
Isothermal covers are the ideal solution in summer, but
they are perfect also all year round for indoor pools (e.g.
public pools) because they can hold back the heat that the
water accumulates during the day and they keep it during
the night, this way the water neither evaporates nor cools
down. Thanks to this system, the time to use the pool can
be extended and this means energetic and economic savings. The ISOROLL DE LUX model is made of an intermediate insulating layer and a PE mousse with closed cells weld-

ed to the lower membrane in PE, which acts as a steam
barrier and is highly resistant to the attack of chlorine, algae and microorganisms. SUNWEAVE is an isothermal
translucent cover made of a double layer in co-extruded
PE manufactured according to the GeoBubbleTM technology, which is thermo-welded to a third upper layer made of
a special weft knitted “fabric”. Both are made of three layers joined with a special procedure to make them inseparable and highly resistant to tear and UV radiation.←

AQUAMATIC PVC RIGID SLATS COVER
Isothermal cover made of slats in shock-absorbent solid PVC, stabilised with special additives to avoid yellowing
and UV- and chlorine resistant. Slats are arched and perfectly smooth to guarantee high levels of insulation thanks
to the air chamber spread on the entire length. AQUAMATIC slats are equipped with ABS end caps welded with ultrasound technique and a removable end caps available in
three different lengths, along with a version with levylene
bristles.→

WINCOVER AND WINCOGRILL
Winter covers protect the pool during cold months thanks
to a special ultralight material, which is resistant to tear,
freeze and UV radiation; moreover it prevents algal photosynthesis and resists to shock chlorination. WINCOVER TJJ
is the most classic floating solution, it is light and easy to
install. WINCOGRILL is the elegant draining and stretched
solution, it is equipped with a perimeter band in heavy calendered PVC in sturdy trevira texture.←

MULTIMATIC ELEGANT 2 AND 3
Polimpianti offers a wide range of automatic and manual winders. The mobile winding system MULTIMATIC ELEGANT 2 and 3 is suitable for public pools and it can wind
up 2 or 3 covers one over the other. It is made in AISI 316
stainless steel or in hoses resulting from poltrusion processes (fibres and glues), with lateral supports covered
with white protections in shock-absorbent thermoplastic
UV-resistant resin. It is installed on four pivoting wheels and
2 of them are equipped with pedal service brake. The automatic version is equipped with a compact 24V motoreducer, which is ready for the use of the emergency device if
necessary. The electrical panel has a 220/24 V transformer,
ahead-stop-back controls to be activated with a key. Radio
control and limit switch are upon request.→

START SAVING MONEY NOW!
New pool management costs by Polimpianti. It is a new software that can calculate energy and economic savings thanks to the use of our isothermal covers. According to some parameters, the software can effectively calculate the ROI estimated time. It’s like a user’s guide and an effective tool to
choose the most suitable cover and winding system for one’s pool.→
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WATER FULL SERVICES
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Water Full Service Limited
General contractor
ADDRESS: Regent House 52, Fifth Floor,
Bisazza Street SLM 1640 Sliema, Malta
PHONE: +356 20 341618
E-MAIL: info@waterfullservices.com
WEB: www.waterfullservices.com
COMPANY NAME:
SECTOR:

«We fully believe in quality, innovation, uniqueness, and first and foremost,
our priority is to develop our clients’ business ideas and projects, to help
them achieve the greatest success worldwide»
THE MISSION

W

ater Full Services acts as a General Contractor, supporting the customer from the very beginning of
the project to its realization, providing, through highly professional training, the indispensable groundwork so very
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important in the start-up phase. Thanks to the partnership
with well-accredited leading companies, Water Full Services is able to grant consulting and operations to achieve the
best according to the customers’ goals and objectives.

THE COMPANY
Water Full Services is a Maltese company, ideal location for
an international concept company reaching out worldwide.
Offering the best in leadership and know-how of Made in
Italy, the corporation has more than thirty years of experience in the direct management of covered and uncovered
facilities, water parks and spa centers. The high number
and different features of the managed facilities it’s what
made the company’s know-how unique. In its long experience, Water Full Services has developed a high expertise in
the management, commercial, educational, technical, stra-

tegic and organizational area. The strong tendency to innovation, the constant pursuit of the best and most successful solutions are Water Full Services’ driving force. But
amidst the strengths of the corporation, there’s not just the
significance given to research. Water Full Services, in fact,
believes that customers have the right to be supported, to
be counseled with confidence and security, in order to help
them to avoid errors when they design, build, and manage
their projects. Because for Water Full Services it’s of the utmost importance that they are always satisfied.

«Water Full Services is a unique service company that can provide a truly personalized
acknowledgment, to the utmost details, to meet every need in the world of aquatic facilities:
swimming pools, thematic parks, resorts, and spa centers. We are a team of 13, each with the
same dedication and the same goals; we are passionate about sport and water parks. We can
make a project of whatever type with our best architects and with the trusted engineers with
whom we collaborate. We are able to select the best suppliers, optimize energy consumption,
rationalize the outgoings by cost-cutting but also giving you the security that we are
investing your money in the best way»

We give shape to your ideas and we
fully implement them.

Our purpose is to help shape the future of the industry, and we focus on
the details to make a difference.

Our commitment is to understand
the investors’ ideas and then to guide
them in their choices, until the fulfillment of their ambitions. Listen and
understand each project is the foundation of our business.
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CUOGHI

FITT

Cuoghi s.r.l.
Swimming pool dehumidifiers
ADDRESS: Via Garibaldi, 15
Z.I. 35020 Albignasego (PD), Italy
PHONE: +39 049 8629099
FAX: +39 049 8629135
E-MAIL: info@cuoghi.it
WEB: www.cuoghi-luigi.it

Fitt s.p.a.
Solutions for passage and delivery of fluids
ADDRESS: Via Piave, 8
36066 Sandrigo (VI), Italy
PHONE: +39 0444 461000
FAX: +39 0444 461099
E-MAIL: info@fitt.com, bactive@fitt.com
WEB: www.fitt.com, www.bactive.fitt.com

C

F

SWIMMING POOL
DEHUMIDIFIERS
COMPANY NAME:
SECTOR:

uoghi s.r.l. designs and manufactures in Italy professional air humidifiers and dehumidifiers since more
than 40 years. All products are carefully designed and
studied in order to optimize performance and achieve high
levels of efficiency and quality. The dehumidifiers series SP
and SPW have been specifically designed for small pools
and spas, where you need a large drying capacity to effectively prevent the damages caused by the high humidity
level. They have highly professional features and are designed to work effectively for a long time. The body and
frame are made of powder painted galvanized steel, the
heat exchangers are coated with a special varnish that protects them from aggressive substances, like chlorine. The
SP series is designed to be installed directly into the environment to be dehumidified, while SPW Series models
are installed in the next technical room and connected to
the one to be dehumidified through the grids available as
accessories on request. All models are equipped with an
electronic control panel, with soft-touch buttons, which allows you to easily control all functions of the machine. The
control panel, along with the humidity sensor and temperature, can be easily detached from the machine and placed
up to a distance of 5 meters. The dehumidifiers series SP
and SPW are available in capacity sizes of 50, 80 and 120
l/24 hours. Thanks to the optional devices these dehumidifiers are designed to manage effectively and in an integrated way also air heating and ventilation. Low power
consumption, the high efficiency, the low noise, the robustness, the elegant and unique design make these dehumidifiers extremely versatile and adaptable to many different environments and dehumidification needs thus to
solves all the problems that excess moisture causes such
as deterioration of the plaster, metals, mold and odors.
®
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SOLUTIONS FOR PASSAGE
AND DELIVERY OF FLUIDS
COMPANY NAME:
SECTOR:

itt specialises in making complete thermoplastic systems for fluid conveyance geared towards industrial
applications, major infrastructure and civil construction activities as well as for household use and hobbies. Some of
the most innovative solutions are Fitt Bluforce PVC-A hose
designed for watering pipelines and waterworks and YOYO
watering hose, a complete system made up of hose, fittings
and a lightweight compact spray gun. The third innovative
product, designed for swimming pools is Fitt B-Active: a
Flexible spiral hose which withstands attack from chlorine and chemical and mechanical stress. Fitt B-Active is
the new hose for pools that offers double protection, ensuring that mechanical stress and chemical damage are no
longer an issue. Cracks and resulting water loss are prevented thanks to the new D-shape spiral reinforcement
(patent pending). With its new interior film, it guarantees a
shield against chlorine (patented solution), as well as acidic
environments. A special film applied to the hose’s interior
wall isolates it from aggressive agents, protecting it from
the damaging effects of chlorinated water. Fitt B-Active
is designed and manufactured to be: resistant, guaranteed and safe. The superior performances of Fitt B-Active
are granted by the combination of three special patents:
Anti-Cracking Barrier, the lining of the rigid spiral (Spiral
Protection Barrier) acts as a barrier that prevents premature embrittlement due to environmental stress cracking;
CDS patent, the Chlorine Defence System film offers extensive protection even against high-chlorine water and
acidic environments, guaranteeing lasting performance;
D-Shape, the spiral with D-Shape cross-section is extremely resistant to crushing (up to 34 kN/sqm). Combined with
the use of premium materials, it guarantees high flexibility
and a smaller radius of curvature (up to 125 mm).

The latest book in the series dedicated to the design and technology
of the Italian swimming pool
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Italian Pool Design 7
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Il design della piscina italiana

In the volumes of the Italian Pool Design series are presented the most beautiful swimming
pools that represent the excellence of Italian pool design and construction, illustrated through
stunning photographs, concept sketches, and technical descriptions. A tribute to the beauty of a
structure, the pool, which can distinguish any architectural, natural or residential environment.

Italian Pool Design 7 presents a selection of the most impressive
projects nominated for the 2016th edition of the Italian Pool Award.

ORDER VIA PHONE +39 051 255544
from Monday to Friday (9,30 am - 1 pm and 3 pm - 6 pm)

SHOP ONLINE www.ilcampo.it

DIRECTORY

A QUALITY SELECTION OF ITALIAN COMPANIES FROM THE POOL AND SPA INDUSTRY

Prefabricated Pools: steel

Prefabricated Pools: concrete

AQUA
San Martino in Rio, RE
→ www.aqua.it

CAROBBIO
Sorisole, BG
→ www.carobbio2000.it

CEMI
Eraclea, VE
→ www.cemi.it

SCENIC UP
Ozzano dell’Emilia, BO
→ www.idrocon.it

C.P.A. PISCINE
Roddi, CN
→ www.cpa-piscine.it

TECHNO POOL
Itri, LT
→ www.technopool.it

HYDROLIVE
Napoli, NA
→ www.hydrolive.it

PECCHINI PISCINE
Borgo Virgilio, MN
→ www.piscinepecchini.it

MYRTHA POOLS
Castiglione delle Stiviere, MN
→ www.myrthapools.com
PISCINE LAGHETTO
Vescovado, CR
→ www.piscinelaghetto.com
PISCINE MILITE
Cava de’ Tirreni, SA
→ www.piscinemilite.com
PISCINE SOLARIS
Burolo, TO
→ www.piscinesolaris.com
POOL’S
Castiglione delle Stiviere, MN
→ www.pools.it
RESIDENCE SWIMMING POOLS
Cassina Dè Pecchi, MI
→ www.piscinecalifornia.it
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Prefabricated Pools:
fiberglass / Polypropylene
BUSCO
Ancona, AN
→ www.busco.it
C.M.P.
Castagnone di Pontestura, AL
→ www.piscinecmp.it
PISCINE LIGNY
Paceco, TP
→ www.piscineligny.it
POLYFASER
Prato Allo Stelvio, BZ
→ www.polyfaser.com
RESIN SYSTEM
Conco, VI
→ www.resinsystem.it

AQQUATIX
Address: Via Praimbole, 7
35010 Limena (PD), Italy
Phone: +39 049 7381150
Fax: +39 049 7381190
E-mail: info@aqquatix.com
Web: www.aqquatix.com

BARCHEMICALS
Address: Via Salvador Allende, 14
41051 Castelnuovo Rangone (MO), Italy
Phone: +39 059 537765
Fax: +39 059 5332058
E-mail: info@barchemicalsgroup.it
Web: www.barchemicalsgroup.com

ACQUAPARK
Address: Via Gavardina di Sopra, 30
Z.I. 25011 Calcinato (BS), Italy
Phone: +39 030 9969112
Fax: +39 030 9964366
E-mail: info@acquaparksrl.com
Web: www.acquaparksrl.com

BLUE POOL BY GRAMAGLIA
Address: Via Ancona San Biagio
60027 Osimo (AN), Italy
Phone: +39 071 7108700
Fax: +39 071 7108767
E-mail: info@gramaglia.it
Web: www.gramaglia.it
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LA VENETA FORME
Cimetta di Codognè, TV
→ www.lavenetaforme.it

Prefabricated Pools: formwork

Prefabricated Pools: self-supporting
structures made of layers of quartz and resin
A.P.I. ITALIA/BIODESIGN POOLS
Maserà di Padova, PD
→ www.piscinebiodesign.it

C.P.A. PISCINE
Roddi, CN
→ www.cpa-piscine.it

NATURAL POOLS & G/SORGIVA
Verona, VR
→ www.insorgiva.com

GEOPLAST/GEOPANEL
Grantorto, PD
→ www.geoplast.it

Prefabricated Pools: above ground pool

PONTAROLO/CLIMA BLOCK
San Vito al Tagliamento, PN
→ www.pontarolo.com
SICILFERRO/H2WALL
Torrenova, ME
→ www.sicilferro.it

Prefabricated Pools: self-supporting
structures made of EPS
ARTECO PREFORMATI
Montecchio Maggiore, VI
→ www.artecopreformati.it
EPS PREFORMATI
Montebello Vicentino, VI
→ www.eps-preformati.it
PREFORMATI ITALIA
Mussolente, VI
→ www.preformatiitalia.it

IL CEPPO
Campagnola Emilia, RE
→ www.ilceppo.it
NEW PLAST
Pozzaglio ed Uniti, CR
→ www.newplastpiscine.it
OASI PISCINE
Cadimarco, BS
→ www.piscineoasi.it
PISCINE LAGHETTO
Vescovado, CR
→ www.piscinelaghetto.com
PISCINE MARETTO
Casoria, NA
→ www.piscinemaretto.it
POOL’S
Castiglione delle Stiviere, MN
→ www.pools.it
UNICA POOL
Roma, RM
→ www.unicapool.it

C.P.A.
Address: Via Don Demetrio Castelli, 71
12060 Roddi (CN), Italy
Phone: +39 0173 615693
Fax: +39 0173 620922
E-mail: cpa@cpa-piscine.it
Web: www.cpa-piscine.it

CUOGHI
Address: Via Garibaldi, 15
Z.I. 35020 Albignasego (PD), Italy
Phone: +39 049 8629099
Fax: +39 049 8629135
E-mail: info@cuoghi.it
Web: www.cuoghi-luigi.it

CANALE ANTONIO
Address: Via Umbria, 10
Z.I. 36015 Schio (VI), Italy
Phone: +39 0445 575297
Fax: +39 0445 575377
E-mail: info@canaleantonio.com
Web: www.canaleantonio.com

DEPA
Address: Via Tolotti, 2/B
25040 Esine (BS), Italy
Phone: +39 0364 360260
Fax: +39 0364 360657
E-mail: info@depatech.com
Web: www.depatech.com

®
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A QUALITY SELECTION OF ITALIAN COMPANIES FROM THE POOL AND SPA INDUSTRY

SPA/Mini-Pools
RELAX ITALIANO/AQUALIFE
Ruffano, LE
→ www.aqualife.it
BEAUTY LUXURY
Riccione, RN
→ www.beauty-luxury.com
BLUE & GREEN/BLUE SENSE
Grugliaso, TO
→ www.bluesense.it
DIMHORA
Arenzano, GE
→ www.dimhora.com
EGOÈ
Schio, VI
→ www.egoe.it
FABAR POOL
Cerasolo Ausa di Coriano, RN
→ www.fabarpool.com
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HI-TIDE
Albinea, RE
→ www.hi-tide.it
HIDROSPACE/LA COLLINA
Cesenatico, FC
→ www.hidrospace.net
LIFECLASS
Schio, VI
→ www.lifeclass.it
PISCINE LAGHETTO/PLAYA
Vescovato, CR
→ www.piscinelaghetto.com
TEUCO
Montelupone, MC
→ www.teuco.it
ZUCCHETTI KOS
Milano, MI
→ www.zucchettikos.it

FRASCIO & COMPANY
Cerasolo Ausa di Coriano, RN

Dosing, control systems, filtration,
water treatment

GLASS 1989
Oderzo, TV
→ www.glass1989.it

AQUA
S. Martino in Rio, RE
→ www.aqua.it

GRUPPO TRE S
Nepi, VT
→ www.gruppotres.it

ASTREL GROUP/MODO
Mossa d’Isonzo, GO
→ www.mododepot.it

GRUPPO GEROMIN/HAFRO
San Stino di Livenza, VE
→ www.hafrogeromin.it

BRAM DOSING SYSTEMS
Chiesa Nuova, RI
→ www.brampump.com
(*distributore anche Sugar Valley)

FITT
Address: Via Piave, 8
36066 Sandrigo (VI), Italy
Phone: +39 0444 461000
Fax: +39 0444 461099
E-mail: info@fitt.it
Web: www.fitt.com

HYDRORIDER
Address: Via della Tecnica, 75
40068 San Lazzaro di Savena (BO), Italy
Phone: +39 051 461110
Fax: +39 051 463090
E-mail: info@hydrorider.com
Web: www.hydrorider.com

HIDEW
Address: Via dell’Artigianato, 1
35020 San Pietro Viminario (PD), Italy
Phone: +39 049 9588510
Fax: +39 049 9588522
E-mail: info@hidew.it
Web: www.hidew.it

NATURAL POOLS & G
Address: Via Belfiore, 153
37135 Verona (VR), Italy
Phone: +39 391 4999976
E-mail: info@insorgiva.com
Web: www.insorgiva.com
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BARCHEMICALS
Castelnuovo Rangone, MO
→ www.barchemicals.it

GIA-DA
Isorella, BS
→ www.gia-da.it

BLU ALICHIM
Corsico, MI
→ www.blualichim.com

MICON
Cittaducale, RI
→ www.micon.it

CANALE ANTONIO & C
Schio, VI
→ www.canaleantonio.com

MICRODOS
Vazia, RI
→ www.microdos.it

CONTROLCHEMI
Ovada, AL
→ www.controlchemi.it

POOL’S
Castiglione delle Stiviere, MN
→ www.pools.it

EMEC
Vazia, RI
→ www.emecpumps.com

S.I.T.A.
Genova, GE
→ www.sitauv.com

ETATRON DS
Roma, RM
→ www.etatronds.it

SEKO
Rieti, RI
→ www.seko-group.com

FWT
Ariccia, RM
→ www.fwtsystems.it

SHOTT INTERNATIONAL
Cittadella, PD
→ www.shott.it

INJECTA
Vazia, RI
→ www.injecta.com

SICCE
Pozzoleone, VI
→ www.sicce.com

FIRMA
Correggio, RE
→ www.firmachimica.com

STEIEL
Ponte San Nicolò, PD
→ www.steiel.it

FIBER PLAST
Laces, BZ
→ www.fiberplast-bz.it

POLIMPIANTI
Address: Via Piave, 174
21022 Azzate (VA), Italy
Phone: +39 0332 457727
Fax: +39 0332 459126
E-mail: info@polimpianti.it
Web: www.polimpianti.it

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE ITALIAN POOL & SPA INDUSTRY

For further information

info@italianpooltechnology.com
Follow us on our website
WATER FULL SERVICES
Address: Regent House 52,
Fifht Floor Bisazza Street SLM
1640 Sliema, Malta
Phone: +356 20 341618
E-mail: info@waterfullservices.com
Web: www.waterfullservices.com

www.italianpooltechnology.com
and

facebook.com/italianpooltechnology
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21-22-23 February 2018
Bologna Fair District, South Entrance - Moro (pav. 33)

For its 19th edition ForumClub comes back with Gallery
version and chooses hall 33 of Bologna Exhibition Center,
to make room for international congress and expo.
From Wednesday 21st to Friday 23rd February 2018
a world of news, initiatives and in-depth meetings for fitness,
wellness and aquatic. ForumClub, let the energy flow.

19th Expo and International Congress
for Fitness, Wellness & Aquatic Clubs

it’s a project

in cooperation with

in conjunction with

www.forumclub.it

Sales of stands and scientific secretary: EDITRICE IL CAMPO Srl - tel. +39 051 255544 - fax +39 051 255360 - forum@ilcampo.it
Organizing secretary and press office: ABSOLUT events&communication - tel. +39 051 272523 - fax +39 051 272508
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Products, accessories, components, building systems, installation technologies, treating systems and equipments

The pool in Italy is an undeniable element of the wellness services
provided by prestigious hotel chains, thermal centers, spas,
and resorts. The Italian pool market is meant to be dynamic and
expanding not only in the commercial sense but also in the residential
one thanks to the evolution of building techniques, which allow very
original tailor-made solutions with no limit to the imagination in pool
design. Since Italy boasts lots of first-class companies that deserve to
be recognized all over the world, as they offer top-quality products

spa market in many areas: products and accessories, components,
building systems, installation technologies, treating solutions,
equipment and anything useful to build the pool and make it work
perfectly. Italian Pool Technology is a guide with easy-to-read data
sheets. Each data sheet includes the information that best describe
the company and its products, its history, vision, and mission.
Company details are clearly reported with address, telephone and
website so that readers can easily contact the company. Moreover,

ITALIAN POOL TECHNOLOGY

and technologies, Italian Pool Technology wants to enhance these
Italian organizations that represent the excellence in the pool and

this paper magazine is supported by the digital version in PDF, with
active links to the companies’ contacts, ready to be downloaded
from the website www.italianpooltechnology.com, where you can
also sign in to periodical newsletters to be constantly updated and
receive the digital copy of the magazine as soon as it’s published,
right on your device.
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